Neurointensive care; impaired cerebral autoregulation in infants and young children early after inflicted traumatic brain injury: a preliminary report.
The objective of this report is to describe cerebral autoregulation after severe inflicted pediatric traumatic brain injury (iTBI). We examined cerebral autoregulation of both cerebral hemispheres (mean autoregulatory index; ARI) in children <5 years with Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score of <9 and no evidence of brain death within the first 48 h of pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) admission. Discharge and 6-month Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) scores were collected. GOS of <4 reflected poor outcome. All three iTBI and all seven noninflicted TBI (nTBI) patients had admission GCS score of <9. Eight of 10 patients had Autoregulatory Index (ARI) of <0.4 (impaired cerebral autoregulation) of at least one hemisphere. All children with iTBI had poor outcome, and none had intact cerebral autoregulation in both hemispheres. Children with nTBI had better overall outcome than those with iTBI. Two of the children with nTBI had intact autoregulation in both hemispheres and good outcome. Two of the three children with iTBI had differential effects on autoregulation between hemispheres despite bilateral injury. These are, to our knowledge, the first data on cerebral blood flow autoregulation in the unique setting of iTBI and provide a rationale for further study of their relationship to outcome and effects of therapy.